## CODIFICATION TABLES


(2) Session law sections not included in Remington's Revised Statutes but included in the Revised Code of Washington: 1854 to 1949 Session Laws; inclusive.

(3) Session law sections commencing with the 1950 Extraordinary Session.

These tables include: (1) All sections of Remington's Revised Statutes or parts thereof that have parallel sections in the Revised Code of Washington as originally published, accounting as well for those Remington sections that are omitted from the Revised Code of Washington, and which omitted sections may not be accounted for in tables or notes published in Remington's Revised Statutes, its pocket supplements, and its biennial supplements up to and including that for the year 1949; (2) session law sections not included in Remington's Revised Statutes but included in the Revised Code of Washington: 1854 to 1949 Session Laws, inclusive; and (3) session law sections commencing with the 1950 Extraordinary Session.

The original codification tables were prepared in 1951. Since that date, the Statute Law Committee has restored the Revised Code of Washington to the sectionalization of the session laws. As a result, several of the RCW citations are no longer accurate. If the RCW section cited in the table cannot be found in the text of the Revised Code of Washington, consult the table entitled "Disposition of Former RCW Sections" for further information.

In these tables the following abbreviations are used:

### Abbreviation

- **AGO** — Opinion of the Attorney General
- **Applic.** — Application
- **Approp.** — Appropriation
- **Const.** — Constitution
- **Constr.** — Construction provision
- **Eff. date** — Effective date
- **Em.** — Emergency
- **ex.s.** — Extraordinary session
- **Exp. date** — Expiration date
- **Inval.** — Invalidity
- **Leg. dir.** — Legislative directive
- **Leg. rev.** — Legislative revision
- **n** — With an RCW section number, indicates an annotation to the section designated
- **Non-op.** — Nonoperative
- **p.** — Page number
- **Par. veto** — Partial veto
- **PP** — Pocket part
- **R** — Repealed
- **S** — Superseded
- **Sev.** — Severability provision
- **Short t.** — Short title
- **sp.s.** — Special session
- **Subd** — Subdivision
- **Superf.** — Superfluous
- **Table of dispo.** — Table of Disposition of Former RCW Sections
- **Uncod.** — Uncodified
- **Unconst'l** — Unconstitutional
- **Val.** — Validating